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You were so young, you were so naive
You were always willing to believe. 
I took you for granted I know it's true
Now I'm gettin what I deserve and it's not you. 
You deserve a kingdom and I'm not a king
All I could give you was love and a six dollar 
ring. 

Trying to make you mine baby lookin for love
Beauty and affection are for sure. 
Sorry I'm mr wrong I'm not the match,
Sorry You fell in love and I couldn't catch. 

You're all grown up now adulthood is at your 
door. 
And there's no sense believing in this kind of 
love anymore. 
You're better than I'll ever be baby there is no 
doubt. 
Maybe I should just let you breathe just let you 
out. 
But until the time comes, the time to reattach 
I'll be home alone baby learning to catch. 

Trying to make you mine baby lookin for love
Beauty and affection are for sure. 
Sorry I'm mr wrong I'm not the match,
Sorry You fell in love and I couldn't catch. 

We'll be better for it baby when all the dust 
clears. 
And we'll grow stronger as the months turn to 
years. 
I'll be the one you brag about the one you show 
all your friends. 
The one you never worry about the one that's 
there till the end. 
But until the time comes, the time to reattach 
I'll be home alone baby learning to catch. 

Trying to make you mine baby lookin for love
Beauty and affection are for sure. 
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Sorry I'm mr wrong I'm not the match,
Sorry You fell in love and I couldn't catch.
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